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aggressor A person or country that attacks another first.

alternately
As another option or possibility; alternatively.
Alternately slice the cake in two when completely cooled and spread
raspberry jam between the two halves.

antagonist A muscle that relaxes while another contracts.
When bending the elbow the triceps are the antagonist.

antithesis A contrast or opposition between two things.
Figures of speech such as antithesis.

antithetic Sharply contrasted in character or purpose.
Hope is antithetic to despair.

antithetical Directly opposed or contrasted; mutually incompatible.
People whose religious beliefs are antithetical to mine.

assailant A person who physically attacks another.
The police have no firm leads about the identity of his assailant.

challenger The contestant you hope to defeat.
New championship challengers.

compete Compete for something engage in a contest measure oneself against others.
He competed in numerous track meets as a child.

competitor
An organization or country engaged in commercial or economic competition
with others.
Two competitors were banned for taking drugs.

conflicting On bad terms.
Conflicting opinions.

contender A person or group competing with others to achieve something.
The major contenders in the football championship.

contrarily Contrary to expectations.
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diametrical Characterized by opposite extremes; completely opposed.
He s the diametrical opposite of Gabriel.

dissent
The act of protesting a public often organized manifestation of dissent.
He wasted no time in cranking out nine majority opinions as well as three
dissents.

enemy A personal enemy.
The enemy attacked at dawn.

foe A personal enemy.
They had been political foes for years.

inverse Opposite or contrary in position, direction, order, or effect.
Inverse logarithms.

negation
A negative statement; a statement that is a refusal or denial of some other
statement.
These formulae and their negations.

nemesis A downfall caused by an inescapable agent.
Will Harry Potter finally defeat his nemesis Voldemort.

objector A person who dissents from some established policy.
Objectors to the housing plans.

opponent A contestant that you are matched against.
Opponent or opposing armies.

opposing Characterized by active hostility.
The opposing team.

opposite Characterized by opposite extremes completely opposed.
At opposite poles.

opposition A contestant that you are matched against.
The invaders encountered stiff opposition.

other
Very unusual; different in character or quality from the normal or expected-
Lance Morrow.
The other evening.

polarity
The state of having two opposite or contradictory tendencies, opinions, or
aspects.
The sponge possessing an axis of polarity carries an incurrent siphon at one
end and an excurrent siphon at the other.

rival Be the rival of be in competition with.
Nothing can rival cotton for durability.
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vengeance
The act of taking revenge (harming someone in retaliation for something
harmful that they have done) especially in the next life.
For vengeance I would do nothing This nation is too great to look for mere
revenge.

vindictive Disposed to seek revenge or intended for revenge.
The criticism was both vindictive and personalized.
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